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Wooster's women's field hockey team is on its way to Nationals, to be held at Sweetbriar College in Virginia". The team includes: Front row: Julie Schubert, Judy
Shwartz, Sue Elliot, Amy Barnard, Marty Karoly, A! Cleveland, Bobbi Cohini-- , Nancy Hall, Jackie Addis, Elizabeth Montgomery. Second row: Helen Muliro, Carolyn
Molyneaux, Kathy Marshall, Cindy Runnette, Linda Paynter, Kathy Jirus, Deb Bianco, Molly Rudman, Patty Rudman, Sue Steinkraus, Marie CaterinL Marj '
: Forbush, Asst. Coach Marj Forbush, and Head Coach Terri ProdoehL Third row: Paige Lull, Ellen Buchanan, Rosalind Waskow, Ruth GodocOc, Kathy --
Maieski, Joan Fisher, Mary Lou Moore, Amy Aughenbaugh, Trish Dunn, Sue Wagner. Best ofluck to these Fighting Scots! Story on p. 11.
Photo courtesy of News Services.
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Original Cultural Definitions Proposal
Generates Polemics Among Faculty
by Martha Oesch --
and L. A. Blum
"With the proposed cultural defj-"nitions-.requirem- ent
due for
extensive revision by the
Educational Policy Committee
next quarter, the professors are
the ones who will have the final
say. According to Vivian Holliday,
Dean of the Faculty,- - definite
action --will be taken on. the
requirement by the end of next
quarter.
The original proposal, which
would require that one course be
taken in any of the three areas of
How can you seriously.expect that
sensitization to happen to a student
nncSnnonro rf ClttinO tnmilCin aHI VNI ww --w - jl
course, when- - that same student
may well be assaulting a Domino's
pizza deliveryman the same
evening?' -- , .::
James Haden "
Women's Studies, Black Studies,
or Third World Studies, has met '
with' decisive reactions. Most of
the - professors interviewed "are
Supportive of the fundamental
principles of the requirement to
sensitize students to a culture
.wtsk&jthejr
Bonnie Stevens, professor of
English, believe the requirement
would be a form of "recognition by
the College that , these are
important areas for study."
Charles Hampton, professor of
mathematics, feels "it is a'n
advantage for students to have an
acquaintance with different
cultures." " , ;
Chuck
,
Hurst, professor of
sociology, feels that because The
College of Wooster campus is a"
sheltered campus," such a
requirement is "a .good idea."
Many students come from a
background alien to the problems
suffered
.
by minorities, he 'says,
and so exposure would be
desirable. Patricia Wismer,
professor of religion,, agrees,
stating that "a little bit of pressure
could be, helpful m exposing- -
t ' J
Fishy Goings Ori: The Fishmonger, cast-pictur- ed above; presents a series of human tragedies
buoyed by playwright Jefferson's wry observation that, in the fishbowl of life, noneof us are immune
from becoming piranha. Photo by Meg Wehriy. ' ." ' ' '"
SsSmS&S
continues, if pressure to think
about social issues is .not applied
through one of these means, such
as courses, they won't think about
it. '. "
According to James Perley,"
professor of biology, tVooster is
"all too much of a homogeneous
institution anyway." Perley says he
'has a "great respect for people
who feel we need diversity."- - J
Holliday adds that the require-
ment is a way of "broadening one's
perspective and challenging all of
us to jgo beyond the traditional
boundaries of our . ' traditional
disciplines, and perspectives,"
Holliday sees the goal of the
' values on-studen- ts but to "free one :
from biases that are the result of
ignorance."
The Cultural Definitions,
.Requirement in theory and the
Cultural Definitions Requirement
in practice, ' however,' are two
different things'. Some faculty are
opposed to the prospect of yet, :
another requirement.
In the words of James Haden,
professor of philosophy, "I see a .
definite need" for work which
opens up the average student to '
the value of learning itself; unti- l-
that cnange is made, it is more
than likely simply futile to add on '
requirements in the pious hope
tnat some good will be done. ;!
" uaniei t-ai- noun, -- professor or
v.
9
against the proposal because it
assumes whatever is eventually
desirable should automatically be
required." Floyd Watts, professor
of history, . dislikes the idea of
students taking courses just to fill
--the requirement, and not because
they are really interested in the
subject. . .- -
.
According to Mark- - Weaver,'
professor of political science, past-experien- ce
has shown that some
of the peopte involved in'the-cultur- al
area -- sequence.. find
courses . nard to teacn wnen
students don't want, to take them.
Hurst, on the other hand,
believes that to require a coursew
such as this - one is essential.
There are. always antagonistic .
students, students who will look
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Louise Blum's editorial of, last week. "Wooster's Award Banquet:
Honoring the Intelligensia," has provoked a number of remarks from
students and faculty ranging from "That was brilliant satire, scathing and
funny..." to "How could you let her print that piece of trash?" It seems
more than a few people here are interested in the validity, or--t- o borrow a
word often used in recognizing students at the banquet --"wort- hiness" of
the event; thus, I'd like to explore the issue further.
First, in order to begin a debate on this subject, it must be established
that the awards are nor gifts from the College per se; they are provided
by alumni and other individuals who have a vested interest in Wooster.
To criticize the awards banquet on the grounds that The College of
Wooster, in some cases, awards students erroneously, is an erroneous
assumption, since it is not (usually) the administration or the faculty who
determine who gets what and why.
This stated, we can move on to a critique of the banquet on the
grounds that most awards are not gifts of the College. After discussing
the issue of academic recognition with people who were and were not
invited to the awards dinner, a general consensus resulted: If the College,
academics its raison d'etre, aca-
demics
as an academic institution, proffers as
and only academics should be recognized. Peripheral
"accomplishments" such as belonging to a section or club, participating
in an athletic ' event or "possessing those interests and personal
characteristics which would enable one to enjoy a successful career in
banking," should not be incorporated into academic rewards.
I am led to believe, because there are a number of awards which honor
students for non-academ- ic accomplishments, that the intentions of
those who donate money for the awards are not geared primarily to-- ,
recognize academics.
If extracurricular activities are permitted to intercede, then I must
advocate to those who donate money that the awards also recognize
other students who have maintained high academic records while
participating in non-academi- c activities. This, of course, is a highly
impractical suggestion, since there are many students at Wooster who
would be eligible. But then, since some students have already been
singled out as "outstanding" because they manage to combine both
academics and outside activities, should we not award everyone the
honor of being recognized for herhis particular achievements?
No. Gratuitous recognition is a perversion of the process of education.
It is absurd and, indeed, sets up all the elements for satire and ridicule.
Although the awards given are not distributed directly by the College, it
does have some influence over what kind of awards may be permitted.
Why, for instance, were there no awards given to students of English
literature or creative writing? Is this a lesser academic discipline than,
say, chemistry or biology, which this year proffered 12 awards?
Obviously not, yet as this example illustrates, the result of such an-imbalan- ce
of awards generates a belief within certain academic
disciplines that some majors are not apt to be considered as
(academically) worthy as others.
There is, of course, another solution: forego the awards ceremonial
dinner completely. If its repercussions nullify its purpose, why not
eliminate the honors?
It has been pointed out to me that excellence begets excellence, and
that to do away with the awards banquet would provide little impetus for
any student to excel. Though I believe that, inherently, awards functions
do breed elitism among some individuals. I also realize that those who
have made "significant contributions" to this institution deserve to be
recognized.
I only question the process of evaluation.
Soviet Union not Alone in Gobbling;
Take a Look at the United States
To the Editor,
Warren Seidel's letter in thejOctober 30. 1981 issue of Voice
was a creation ot an irresponsible,
unreasonable and ignorant mind.
It is not my intention to defend
the Soviet Union against him but I
want to tell him that the Soviet
Union is not alone in gobbling up
the earth. I ask him whether he
knows what happened in Chili,
what happened in Iran and what is
happening in South Africa?
Allende was the choice of the
Chilean people. No matter what
his political ideology was, he was
chosen by the majority of the
Chilean people in a free election.
He was overthrown by a bloody
military coup which was
supported by the United States. Is
this an example of American
understanding of the majority
rule?
The United States supported
the Shah's regime in Iran at the
expense of the growing poverty of
the Iranian people. Is this an
orum
example of American understand-
ing of hope?
The Reagan administration
attempts to form friendly relations
with the South African apartheid
regime. Is this an example of
American understanding of
freedom and liberty?
Are these the examples of
American understanding of
democracy and individual liberties
that Seidel is so proud of?
I ask Seidel how the United
States claims to be the king of the
world. I cannot understand how
can a king and the concept of
democracy go together?
- It is easy to be critical of others.
The hardest thing is to be critical of
oneself, but if one does the former,
one should do the latter as well.
- I wonder if he is aware of the fact
that increasing the military
strength, especially nuclear
strength, does not make any
difference at this point because
both nuclear powers have enough
(cont.onp.3)
Blum's Outburst One of Petty Jealousy;
Awards Encourage Pursuit of Excellence
To the Editor:
I was appalled at Louise Blum's
editorial included in the Nov. 6.
Voice. It is nearly impossible fo
me to understand how someone
could be so derogatory towards an
event such as the Awards
Banquet.
Her ridiculous attack on the
semantics of some of the specific
awards is a direct attack on the
people who have established these
awards. Why does she think they
were, established? Certainly not to
encourage the petty jealousy
exhibited by her outburst.
As an academic institution, the
Collage has a responsibility
toward furthering academic
values. Thus awards are given to
"encourage- - the pursuit of
excellence." Is this not a worthy
goal? Is it not fitting to reward
those who have not merely "kept
up," but have gone beyond what is
necessary, in order to excel?
' Blum implies that those who
were honored do-- not deserve
anything; she also makes several
flippant remarks which simply
Louise Blum Repents, but
Can This Woman be Saved?
I've been thinking about it a lot this week my editorial on the Awards
banquet. And you're right, you're so right: It uxjs trash.
I realize now that I wrote that editorial because, deep down, I really
wanted an award, I craved recognition for qualities I in fact do not
possess. God, how difficult I must have been to bear. ..my own
insecurities, my vicious, malicious excesses, my own mediocrity all
combined to drive me to attack you, you who comprise the ideal of this
institution; you who have striven to achieve the excellence I could only
try for.. .and ultimately fail. ,
You're right: generaf excellence, personal worth only those who.
contribute positively to their environment could merit such praise. . .and
I certainly failed in that. I see my errors now, and I want to put them
right publicly and finally.
Starting with my first quarter as Editor When I wrote that editorial
about why students were leaving Wooster in such alarming droves, when
t said the atmosphere here left a lot to be desired, when I bemoaned the
prevalence of sections and clubs, when I condemned the mentality of
students who would destroy non-tradition- al sculptures and tear down
signs protesting the draft, I didn't mean there was anything inherently
wrong with Wooster. The frees are beautiful, all year round.
And let's get the record straight. When I let Kevin Grubb start writing
stories about the problems of being gay at The College of Wooster, that
budding day two springs ago, I didn't think they'd actually form a Gay
Support Group. If I'd only known. . .and I never thought he'd go so far as
to print a PURPLE issue. I realize it now life isn't all seashells and
balloons. And they are all sick.
And that Editor's note I put on Richard An's letter last fall. . .the first of
many (god, it's all so hard to admit). So what if he couldn't write? It
shouldn't have mattered. This is only a college newspaper, after all. And
he did try.
And thaf editorial on niceness. . .1 didn't mean we should stop being
nice to each other. It was a whim, a spur-of-the-mome- nt instant of
unchecked irritation. I think we should all smile at each other, and as
much as possible. Smile at the person standing near you right now.
And if you'realone, find a mirror. We need to be kinder to our fellow
people.- - '
I know. I know you're remembering (I hesitate to bring it up) that work
you all referred to as an "attack on god." I understand now. I did need to
let Jesus Christ enter my life. Your letters were right. And he has.
Thinking on our own doesn't exclude letting god in on our thoughts. I let
him in all the time now.
And, speaking of that, I didn't really mean Alexander Haig was a
"former Vietnam war criminal and Watergate hood...." I think Haig is a
great guy. Even when he's not sober.
When I put down all those earnest young men for wanting to register
for the draft and fight for their country. . .1 should have understood, even
in my youthful idealism, --that sometimes peace must be subordinate to
war. God forbid that we should forget principle and decency! (As I would
perhaps have had them do. . .)
And the campus patriotism deal. It wasn 't very nice of them to bring up
an issue like that at the time they did. And when I called that group of
students arch-nationahst- ic flag-fondlin-g homophobic elitists I didn t
mean it. I think they're nice boys. . .all of them. Thank god for Americans.
And when I made that reference to people who don't take
responsibility for their actions it's nice to have friends in the
administration. Really.
And the anti-wa- r ad I ran twice in a row. . .Geez. I really should have
run a pro-wa- r ad one week. . .just for balance. To be so carried away
advocating peace. I should be shot.
And last winter's faculty evaluation. How could I excuse that? To have
actually subjected all those faculty to such brazen, wretched,
unrestrained, vitiating and brutal LIES. I can't sleep nights for thinking
about it. I wander the streets in the early morning hours, scanning the
stars for guidance. Boils, blizzards and bronchitis. Such a sentence was
too mild. " x
I've said it now. It's tormented me for a year and a half. All that
negatheness when I could have been so positive. And to take it all out
on you, Award-winner- s, when all you wanted was to learn. I'm sorry for it
now, now when it's all too late, how when I've lost my last chance to be
proclaimed generally excellent, personally worthy.
I realize my failings, and I can only say this: I've learned from my
mistakes. Would that all who've fallen could so resurrect.
In the grace of Humility, ( -
Ever yours,
N .
- LAB
aren't true about the nature of the
awards. First of all, there are
several general awards (11, give or
take a few) which could be given to
an "able author" or "struggling
English major if he or she
deserved it. If some English major
alumna or alumnus wished to fund
a special award for English majors
showing excellence in writing, I'm
sure we would have one. It is true
that the terms "general
excellence" and "personal worth"
can be quite subjective, but they
obviously don'rapply to those who
do not put out extra effort in their
pursuits and who do not
contribute positively to their
surroundings. (Incidentally,
tearing down the accomplish-
ments of others certainly cannot
be considered a positive
contribution to the college
community).
Her allusion to the "elitist"
character of these awards is a
misconception in my opinion. If
she looked at' the people who got
awards, she would , find quite a
variety of backgrounds. Many of
those' lauded for scholarship have
outside activities such as sports,
clubs, theater or work, at which
they are successful also. Blum has
no right to imply that everyone
getting an award is a WASP-typ- e
rich kid with an advantaged
background who does nothing
outside of academics. I don't fit her
picture, and neither do many other
award winners.
Blum says that- - grades and
academic achievement areon the
surface." Are they really? If
excellence in academics is such
"surface" stuff, then why doesn't
everyone get straight "A" 's, a
concrete evidence of academic
excellence? Don't you think that
the mind and soul are expanded by
having to learn the discipline of
studying hard; not only fulfilling
requirements, but moving beyond
those requirements?
In her own words, she is "one
who has successfully made it
through three years of this college
having done little to make the
College proud of me, and even less
to "bring distinction' to it What
does she want in return an
award for being the person who
has done the least for the College?
Is this ."successfully" making it
through? Does she want an award
for beina mediocre, when perhaps
. A
VOICE Lauded for
Extern Coverage
To the Editor:
Having recently signed a letter- -.
accusing the Voice of making a
"journalistically irresponsible"
decision, I would like to balance
the ledger by suggesting that this
year's Voice, in- - general, is. a
particularly responsible 'and
responsive newspaper. It has
managed the difficult task of taking
a stance toward issues without
distorting those issues, of
maintaining its own point of view
while giving fair and honest
coverage.
.
I had thought of calling this
year s voice ine oesi i nda seen in
my years at Wooster, but I
remembered from last winter
some consternation about "rating
systems" and the Voice. It may be
enough to
v
give recognition,
although without the banquet, to
(Wa w-v- W iKa nrA !e
. -
. .
Larry I Stewart
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Secular Utilization
To the Editor:
One year ago about this time. I
wrote a letter to the editor of the
Voice entitled "Appropriate Use of
McGaw Questioned." Little did I
know that the result of that article
would require 14 weeks of writing
letters, having meetings and
making phone calls in an effort to ,
be reinstated to my normal duties
as a McGaw crew member. Even
though I was reinstated, I seriously
begin to question whether or not
the ideal freedom of speech really
exists at The College of Wooster. I
have concluded that it does, but
not without consequences.
Nonetheless, in that article I
expressed my disenchantment of
Nuclear Build-u- p
Irrational Action
(cont. from p. 2)
nuclear weapons to destroy the
world several times over. All the
concepts of the nuclear jargon are
irrelevant to today's conditions.
Nobody can be superior in a world
' where both sides can destroy each
other more than once. If the
superiority and strength are
defined as the measures of how
many times one can destroy the
enemy, there is not much to say...
In the 1980s one cannot use
deterrence as a legitimate reason
for increasing the military
expenditures. Both the U.S. and
the S.U. know very well that they
have more than enough to deter. A
decade ago, Secretary of Defense,
Robert S. McNamara stated that
100 nuclear weapons falling on the
U.S. or the S.U. would kill at least
35 million people and destroy two-third- s
of the industrial capacity of
each nation. Knowing the number
of nuclear weapons existing and
considering what McNamara said,
tell me, for God's sake, is it not
illogical to add more and more
weapons to the nuclear stockpiles
in the name of deterrence?
I want to conclude with a quote
from Hans Morgenthau's article
The Four Paradoxes of Nuclear
Strategy: -
"Yet while our conditions of
life have drastically changed
under the impact of the
nuclear age, we still live in
our thoughts and act
through our institutions in
an ; age that has passed.
There exists, then a gap
between what we think
about our social, political,
and philosophical problems
and the objective conditions
which the nuclear age has
created."
If one can understand what
Morgenthau is trying to say,
hopefully one will stop being a
voice of illogical, irrational,
unreasonable and, the most
important of all, non-humanitari- an
interests.
Ayse Beyazit
Westminster House
Ext. 371
Marxist-Christia- n Dialogue Continued
To the Editor:
Milan Opocensky's letter of the
thirtieth of October in response to
an earlier letter of mine deserves
response. So indeed, sir, let us
continue our conversation before
the public..
The first issue I wish to deal with
(again) , .is Church state
relations. While the ultimate
freedom of Christians may not
depend on the : external society
their lives and Hvelyhood (sic) do;
of McGaw Admonished by Christian
using McGaw Chapel, obviously
intended to be a place of worship,
to entertain secular type activities.
As Christians, we are in the world
but not of this world, which simply
says that we are not to be
hypocrites. McGaw Chapel has.
been the performance center for
rock bands, abusive language
comedian shows, plays and
lecturers who obviously would not
even believe God exists, let alone
be God-fearin- g.
, Last Friday, Nov. 6, 1981, an
article appeared in. the Daily
Record (Wooster 's- - community
newspaper) entitled - "Chapel
Setting Upset Borgnine." In that
article it explained how Ernest
teenai& shore--
resaoooFBYaARS.
Send these, tie
crotep csaofe
hoceless.
tempest-tossedtf- o n&
Peacemakers
To the Editor:
Westminster Peacemakers are
proud to announce that the
Bilateral Nuclear Weapons Freeze
has received overwhelming
support from the 'College
community. The Peacemakers
have collected more than 1,100
signatures on the Freeze Petitions
calling for the Ohio State Senate to
endorse the Freeze as a means to
reverse the arms race. The
petitions and the state
endorsement will be delivered to
our federal representatives and
President Reagan as part of a grass
roots effort to demonstrate that
the American people support a;
bilateral moratorium on further
testing, deployment and
production of nuclear weapons.
Petition campaigns are
underway across the state and 15
Freeze centers are operating in aH
of Ohio's major cities. Nationwide,
44 states have commenced
petition drives and 33 state
legislatures are considering
endorsing the Freeze. Oregon,
New York, Massachusetts and
Vermont have already done so.
This movement for a Freeze is
gaining support because it is a
sensible, verifiable and essential .
first step in reversing the arms
race. Westminster Peacemakers,
an intergenerational group from
"
religious freedom is not identical to
Liberal-democrati- c freedom but
there arc a great many points of
reference that exist between
them. The problems of the Church
in the West pale in comparison to
those experienced, in the East.
There - is a great ' difference
between alienating the state and
alienating some parish donors.
Perhaps the Church in the East
would be better off without church
(cont. on p. 5)
Borgnine, upon arrival on campus
to see the place of his
performance, subsequently
refused to perform his play in
McGaw Chapel. Quoting from the
newspaper: "Borgnine immediate-
ly, protested, saying he didn't
think it was right to perform his
play in a church." He went on to
say in an interview on Thursday
that he felt "a church should be
used as a church and not a place to
present plays.r He finally relented
only having been persuaded by the
pastor of the church and Rick
Jones (Art Center) that it was all
right to perform in the Chapel.
Well, I say it is not all right. And.
(cont. on p. 5)
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Collect 1,100 Signatures
Westminster Presbyterian
Church, reports that people of all
political ideologies have endorsed
the Freeze. People have
recognized the urgency for such a
change" in current U.S. foreign and
military policy in light of recent
statements by President Reagan
and Secretary of State Alexander
Hatg. They have stated that limited
nuclear war in Europe is a
possibility and that NATO has
contingency plans to detonate a
nuclear weapon in Europe for
demonstration purposes in the
event that the Soviets should
engage in a conventional strike or
war. This . policy has roused
Europeans in every major city to
protest: crowds of 200,000 have
gathered in Rome, Bonn and Paris
to object to the Soviet-America- n
intentions to knock nuclear heads
on European soil. Americans have
yet to realize that the medical,
political, social, economic and
human implications of nuclear war
are so devastating as to require
massive public protest to the
policies of the current
administration.
The consequences of nuclear
war are unthinkable. The
Peacemakers assert that there is
no advantage to be gained in the
exchange of nuclear weapons and,
therefore, the United States and
Students Urged to Practice
Real Spirit of
the Soviet' Union must retreat
from their policies of mutually
assured destruction and limited
war.. Military experts deny that a
.
nuclear war could remain limited.
Yet the present administration
advocates the possibility of such a
nuclear war. It is to this position
that church, civic and political
organizations are objecting. The
need for. a new direction in
American policy is imperative.
Westminster Peacemakers
hope to raise people's
consciousness and --to educate
them about the realities of nuclear
war in an effort to enlist then-suppo- rt
in this movement lor a
Freeze. The urgency of such a
policy has never been greater.
Petitions .are still available for
students .and College personnel
who wish to endorse the Freeze.
Students interested in obtaining a
petition to . take home, over the
break to collect signatures are ,
encouraged to call Westminster
Church House, ext. 398 or David
Ward, ext. 341. The Peacemakers
are formulating plans for next
quarter and intend to continue
their strong witness for peace in
the; coming . months. The
Peacemakers urge the College
community to keep peace in then-Christm-as
prayers and to consider .
(cont. on p. 4)
Christmas
Guest Editorial by Amy Hunter
As academic pressures increase and finals approach, many of us find
ourselves happily dreaming of how we will spend this winter break. The
festive mood of Christmas will soon be enveloping the stores, well be
home baking Christmas cookies, pulling the Christmas decorations out
of the attic, and trimming the tree. Yes, there's no place like home for the
holidays or is there? To how many of us does this picture really apply?
How many of us have separated or divorced parents, parents we don't
get along with or parents who don't get along with each other? How
many of us don't have a home to go to, having parents who have died or
from .whom we've become separated? Could you , have' a merry
Christmas if you were going home to a parent or a loved one who is
dying? -
.
-
"
,
Upon returning td Wooster, your encounter the ever-popul- ar question
"How was your break?" to which you reply,. "Go fly a kite!," or some
more prolific phrase. ' You . get my point. Do my friends and
acquaintances really want to know that my family didn't open our
Christmas presents because we fdught Christmas Day, and I still have
them in my suitcase wrapped? Or that I ran away on Christmas Day
because I couldn't stand being torn between Mom's side of the family or
Dad's side?
I would like to suggest another option. On holidays, people confined to
institutions feel desperately unwanted, especially when no friends- - or
relatives come to visit. The suicide rate increases dramatically at
Christmas and institutions fill up.
Rather than joining the ranks of the depressed and lonely, why not --
warm your heart and the hearts of others by visiting your local hospital,'
rehab center, mental-institutio- n or prison? It promises to be an
interesting experience.:
. I realize that this suggestion is not going to solve our own problems. It
can only make us see that there are people worse off than ourselves.
Since Christmas is a time of giving and sharing, how better to show
Jesus gift of loye? ,r.i ""
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"TOUGH COOKIES LADIES, BUT OUR RESPONSIBILITY R UMMOTEO
CHILDREN STOPS AT THE END OF THE BIRTH CANAL"
IN THE
by Ralph Nader
The atomic power industry is
crumbling financially,
technically and managerially. The
evidence for this condition is
obvious, diverse and overwhelm-
ing. Even Wall Street and the
utilities themselves recognize the
problems with their actions, if not
their words. The money markets
are turning off this hazardous and
costly mode of boiling water to
produce electricity. And the"
utilities have canceled or
postponed dozens of atomic
Dlants without reoisterinq a single
firm order in the past five years.
Ten years ago, the industry and
the government estimated that by
the year 2000 there would be 1,000
nuclear plants in operation. No
one even expects more than 150
or 200 now and many observers
doubt whether there will be as
many then as there are now 72
generating plants. Soon after
Three Mile Island, Nuclear
Regulatory Commission chairman
Joseph Hendrie said that another
such close call and that would be
the end for atomic energy. Not a
major meltdown, mind you, just
another close call would end this
25-yea- r, taxpayer-subsidize- d
experiment with a runaway
technology.
Even the propaganda campaign
to sell the alleged glories of this
form of energy isn't selling
anymore, despite the spending of
many millions of your consumer
and tax dollars. The people are not
buying the phony pitch; nor are
they kneeling to the veiled warning
that they will pay dearly if atomic
energy doesn't make it.
Recent elections a few days ago
in Austin, Texas, and the state of
Washington rocked the industry.
Austin voters decided to end the
city's participation in the South
Texas Nuclear Project. The
plant's massive cost overruns and
managerial delays were at issue.
In Washingston state a major
nuclear industry state voters
overwhelmingly passed an
initiative that gives voters power to
approve or disapprove any new
spending for major energy
projects. The measure was
directed at five atomic power
plants whose construction costs
have ballooned from $4 billion to
PUBLIC INTEREST
$23 billion in less than a decade.
Predictions of much higher costs
further aggravated the citizens
who read often about mismanage-
ment and construction defects.
Costs are soaring everywhere.
One plant being constructed in
upstate New York has gone from a
$350 million estimate eight years
ago to a range of $4 billion to $5.5
billion. Utility company executives
are thrashing around trying to
blame the federal regulators, but
their case doesn't appear to be
convincing even to themselves. A
recent House Government
Operations Committee report
also rebutted that bit of
scapegoating.
If anything, the regulatory
process. has been too weak. In
1980, the Three Mile Island
company. General Public Utilities
Corp., filed a claim against 'the
NRC for $4 billion claiming
underregulation. And the NRC
Special Inquiry Group Report in
1980 stated:
"We found that in the past, the
NRC and the industry have done
almost nothing to evaluate
systematically the operation of
existing reactors, pinpoint
potential safety problems, and
eliminate them by requiring
changes in design, operator
procedures or control logic. The
lack of any such comprehensive
program constitutes, in our view,
and unacceptable situation that
compromises safety and that
cannot be allowed to continue."
How true. With monotonous
regularity, the reports of serious,
unresolved safety problems come
out. Brittle steel, corrosion in the
piping systems, the risk of severe
damage by water hammer, and
on and on hundreds of what
Prof. Henry Kendall of the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology described' as
problems "urgently needing safety
research."
Both Kendall and nuclear
physicist Theodore Taylor were
among the experienced witnesses
to testify in late October before the
House Interior and Insular Affairs
Subcommittee, chaired by Rep.
Edward Markey, D Mass They
rejected President Reagan's
recently announced program to
subsidize further the atomic
power industry as useless,
inefficient and, in the context of
nuclear proliferation risks,
dangerous. Taylor voiced the
belief of many at the hearings that
alternative policies should be
adopted which would "stimulate
vigorous local action to use energy
much more efficiently and shift
rapidly to as complete a
dependence on renewable
sources of energy as is
economically possible."
Atomic power now contributes
only about three percent of the
nation's energy and has been
overtaken by wood. Everywhere
in the country, conservation,
passive and active solar power are
(cont. on p. 10)
KEEP UP
The concept of a bilateral freeze
on nuclear weapons as a start
toward eliminating the threat of a
nuclear holocaust was widely
discussed on campus recently.
This very important question must
be decided soon since nuclear
weapons are proliferating at an
alarming rate. Currently, nuclear
arms are all used as offensive
weapons to. deter an aggressor
from starting an attack in which
there will be no winners.
Assured destruction requires
but a small percentage of our
already deployed nuclear
warheads. Figures show that of
our current total of over nine
thousand nuclear warheads, only
a few hundred are needed to
obliterate the largest Soviet cities
and two-third-s of their total
industrial base These nuclear
blasts would kill close to 100
million people. Presently, the
Soviet Union has the potential to
do the same to us. Furthermore,
once either country uses its first
nuclear weapon in anger it crosses
the one-wa- y bridge from a non-nucle- ar
to a nuclear confrontation.
With the large stockpiles of
nuclear weapons now, nothing will
restrain either country from
escalating further their conflict
when their vital interests are at
stake. This bilateral nuclear freeze
.is" designed to reduce the'chances
K the internationalist
by Jim Luce
We all like our labels; we create
them, we maintain them, we are a
dichotomy of political and religious
identifications. I am an American,
you are a Democrat, he is a
Buddhist, she is a Christian.... We
enjoy labels because they give us a
handle on others, and give
meaning and security to our own
daily lives.
Certainly, at times labels do
have their place but more often
than not they define differences
more than they help to create
unity. It has been the intention of
the Internationalist column this
quarter to eschew such dividing
names and focus on what we all
have in common: our humanity.
We have, I believe, more in
common with each other than we
often give ourselves credit for. We
have all felt in our separate lives
the same feelings of fear' and
happiness, depression, anxiety,
the joy of being with family and
friends. We have experienced
love, and often, sadly, we have
experienced hate. We may have
many differences, but we are a
people, a people united by our
humanity.
This quarter several of our
fellow students have contributed
their feelings of accomplishment
and frustration in this column. In
one of the most personal articles
ever printed under this column
heading, Kim Hsieh wrote several
weeks ago about the problems she
has faced as a Chinese-America- n,
the stereotypes she has had to
deal with at home and here on
campus. Confronting the issue of
dual allegiance, Kim expressed
how it feels to be neither Chinese
nor Anglo-America- n.
We do not have to be Chinese-America- n
to understand
..
this
.
issue; the situation speaks to us all
on a personal level. Perhaps a few
of us can relate because we are
Jewish at this Christian-oriente- d
College, or perhaps because we
the P.A.C.E.
of nuclear war, because neither
superpower will feel threatened by
fluctuations in strength during an
arms race.
In striving for progress in arms
control, one needs a bold step that
is timely, negotiable and most
importantly simple. The bilateral
arms freeze is just such a step.
This proposal is one in which
neither country would be reducing
their defenses. It does not call for a
reduction in present arms, rather a
freeze on new arms This freeze.
while not reducing our present
abilities, will prevent an unending
arms race from continuing. It will
force each government to place at
least a small amount of trust in the
other superpower. Furthermore,
this wiO lead to a greater mutual
trust which will bring about a final
solution to the arms race.
This freeze could signal a
significant breakthrough in the
long battle to reduce nuclear arms.
Unfortunately, unless the Soviets
agree to the freeze in good faith, it
would prove harmful to the world's
stability. This push for the bilateral
nuclear freeze in the United States
is a sign of growing global
awareness for our country,
Unfortunately, the Russian people
would never be allowed to initiate
such a petition. Therefore,, much
of the burden for keeping world
peace lies with the people of
' JAmerica.
are gay in our- - heterosexual
society. Who or what we are does
not really matter. Kim wrote not
only about the problems of one
individual divided by two cultures,
.
but. also of anyone who faces or
has faced personal conflict.
Hans Zuidweg and Eiji Sano
have also written about their lives
here at Wooster, about the new
situations that challenge their
personal growth every day.
Interestingly, both -- Han and Eiji
mentioned specifically that the
stereotypes they encounter
bother them. They wrote that the
Netherlands is more than an image
of tulips and windmills, that Japan
is not just an "economic animal,"
nor a country of cherry trees and
Kung-F- u fighters. Han and Eiji
attempted to dispel the
stereotypes and labels that they
have encountered. In fact,
although they frankly admit, "I am
Dutch," or "I am a Japanese,' they
seem also to be saying, "But more
importantly, I am a member of the
human race."
For most Americans, it is hard
to understand that there is a reality
existing beyond our shorelines; as
a nation, we often forget that we
have neighbors to the north and
south. Yet, here at The College of
(cont. on p. 10)
Student Contends
With LAB's Views
(cont from p. 2)
she could have excelled with a bit
more effort? What do I mean by
"more effort?" Everyone has had
classes they didn't really enjoy, or
professors who were hard to get
along with, etc. But not everyone
has the drive and initiative to get
over those hurdles and do well in
those classes anyway
regardless of the circumstances
that other students use as excuses
for not doing so well.
I think the Awards Banquet is a
terrific way for the College to
encourage people to push
themselves to their potential. I am
sorry that people like Louise Blum
must take this event in the wrong
spirit, making "sour grapes" out of
the whole affair simply because
what they feel should be rewarded
is not. Why nor take this as a
stimulus for the future? Take the
challenge become an excellent
(not just "good") writer, and then
establish a fund for recognizing
excellence in writing!
Blum is entitled to think her own
thoughts about the banquet and
the awards given, but I think it
demonstrates spiteful jealousy and
ignorance on her part to Come out
and attack all the recipients,
regardless, . when she doesn't
know anything about some of
them or the circumstances leading
to thefr being honored.
Sincerely,
Molly McQuigg
Box 2214, Ext. 223
Pacifists Succeed
' (cont. from p.'3)
ways in which each individual may
participate in the move for world
disarmament. It is hoped that
through their efforts and the
ffc of gr0ups around the world
that the spirit of the Prince of
Peace will be reborn this
Christmas, '
Box 2984
- Ext. 34J
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Cultural Definitions Requirement Generates Faculty Polemics , ,'
(cont. from p. 1)
for ideas to support their own
prejudices, but the students who
most need the exposure will stay
away from the course if it is
voluntary." '
Perley sees nothing wrong with
requirements, advocating the
institution of "a properly drawn-u- p
requirement forcing people into
areas of study they wouldn't have
gone into otherwise.'
Wismer also supports
requirements, suggesting that this
one could perhaps be applied
somehow to fill a concentration orv
a distribution, adding that many
students wouldn't mind an extra
course." Provisions could be made
for students with heavy schedules.
Haden believes that "if the.
question is one of removing
ignorance, I see a Western
civilization requirement as taking
priority; there seems little practical
worth in a callow kid hearing
about, say, the Cambodians when
he is starkly ignorant of what and
who created the culture he lives in
daily." v
Implementation of the proposal
also worries faculty. The most
frequent concern is whether new
courses wi& have to be designed to
fulfill the requirement and who will
be expected to teach them. The
Iess-thah-prospero-
us fiscal
situation of the College is seen as a
drawback by many professors.
Perley points to the problem of a
decreasing number of faculty.
Wooster is "all too much of a
homogeneous institution anyway."
Jim Perley '
questioning the effect of the
requirement on staffing. Weaver
adds that the College is going to
get smaller and" asks how this, will
influence cuts. Will emphasis be
taken away from the natural
sciences?
Many courses, such as
Introduction to Women's Studies
and Black Studies, are seen as a
potential fulfillment" of the
requirement. Faculty-a- re
apprehensive as to how courses
wilj be chosen.
Annetta Jefferson, professor of
theater, explains that while any
number of courses may seem to
satisfy the requirement, the
College must watch that these
courses are taught "in the spirit of
the students' intentions." '
Ted Williams, professor of
Chemistry, agrees with Jefferson
that "just because a course has a
certain label doesn't mean it will fit
the requirementsteachers teach
differently."
Gallu's Mafioso Play Does Not Belong in House of God
(Cont. front p. 3)
thank God for people like Ernest
Borgnine who obviously have
respect for God and a place of
worship that he would be willing to
draw the line when it comes to
what is religious and what is
sacrilegious. .
It was no mistake that McGaw
was structured to be a church.
Just because it is being used as a
multi-purpo- se building does not
alter the fact that McGaw was
designed to be the campus
'Chapel. After-havi- ng done some
research, I found out McGaw was
intended to be just what its name
and the cross out front implies, a.
"If the requirement is to be filled
" by existing courses," says Watts,
"I want no part of it."
Hampton disagrees, advocating
that rather than formulating new
courses, already established
courses could be used.
. "We do not have the courses to
meet the demand the requirement
.would generate," Calhoun
asseverates. "If we are to propose
new offerings, that means either
bringing new faculty (and
therefore dismissing existing
staff), or else dropping current
courses for new ones. Until I know
what courses are to be added and
dropped, I cannot support so
fundamental a change."
Perley sees the move as part of a
general curriculum revision,
terming this-"easi- er to take than
just a new requirement on top of all
the others."
Professors link the cultural
definition proposal with the
cultural area sequence and fresh-
man studies.
Jefferson recommends that
definite courses be chosen which
would not conflict with the cultural
areas sequence, and feels it should
be separate from freshman studies
because that - course already
entails too much.
Watts contends: "Ikit needs to
be done, it must be done with
incoming freshmen right away.. .to
string it out would do no good
whatsoever.. .If it is done, the best
format would be in place of
freshman studies, which seems to
be on its last legs anyway.".
Wismer sees the requirement as
possibly utilizing existing extra-
curricular activities, supplement-
ing courses with lectures and
movies such as Africa Week and
the El Salvador presentation. She
also hopes courses in each of the
three proposed areas would
integrate the other two. Watts,
too, sees a possible combination of
the three into one area.
Williams commented that while
the original proposal came frbm
students and not faculty, he is
concerned as to whether their
commitment has carried over to
an increase in their enrollment in
courses such as Black Studies.
Calhoun points out that while each
.
of next quarter's history courses
was filled at registration, only six
students signed up for the Afro-Americ- an
history course offered.
"How is the institution of this
requirement related to the
Chapel. The pews, choir loft and,
most significantly, the four doors
facing in four opposite directions,
make the fact that it is a church
characteristically unmistakable.
.The doors symbolize St. Matthew
28, where Christ commissions the
believers to go into all the world
and preach the gospel 'to all
nations. The doors are facing,
north, ast,' south and west
signifying the four corners of the
globe. I think that was a brilliant
idea.
I am not an unreasonable
person, and I do realize because of
the lack of facilities we have on
campus McGaw serves as a very.
important matter of constructing a
total curriculum?" asks Hadeni "Is
- the best way to arrive at a sound
total curriculum to make changes
piecemeal, according to this
pressure or that? Is not this push
for this requirement opening the
door to all sorts of political or
quasi-politic- al pressures?
Whether the requirement will
do what it is supposed to do is also
subject to debate.
"How can you seriously expect
that sensitization .to happen to a
student in consequence of sitting
through a course when that same
student may well be assaulting a
Domino's pizza deliveryman the
same evening?" questions Haden.
"Is this not a pathetic faith in the"
efficiacy of classroom work?"
"I see no reason for the
requirement," Calhoun empha-
sizes. "It won't reduce campus
bigotry, because bigotry cannot be
un taught, and because, in. any
event, no course in the College
does, or should, demand
ideological conformity. And even if
the courses were designed to
make converts to good causes,
women, Black, and Third World
students could presumably elect
offerings confirming views they
already hold. Somehow ' that
seems unfair to me."
' A course,' adds Watts, can
change an opinion, or "it can
merely confirm an opinion
someone already has."
Responding to the criticism that
an additional requirement is not
.necessary, Holliday said that in
one sense all courses are required.
Students must fulfill major
requirements: a distribution and a
concentration along' with a
language and. religion
ment. Advising students to take
courses may not be enough. By
making' the cultural definitions
course a requirement, Holliday
says, the College is stating that
"we believe this is so important
that to be a liberally educated
person you must understand, in
some way this perspective."
The question of whether
students would take such courses
on their own needs to be
examined, Holliday says. From the
1981 graduating class, 27 percent
had not taken any of the 78
courses designated by the
requirement's proponents as
potentially satisfying the original
requirement; according to
Holliday. The College must decide
whether that 27 percent indicates --
a serious failure, she adds.
Given the fact, that only 27
percent of the students neglected
to take one of the courses. Weaver
asks: "Is the program therefore so
important?...Can it be justified
monetarily?" He adds that he
economical and practical
scapegoat. But I do feel it must
have been an awful gloomy day in
Wooster when the idea to use
God's house for any and
everything was decided. I think
one must ask himself when trying
to understand this dilemma, how
much of a role does God play in
the decision making of this
Presbyterian college? Have
Presbyterians become too liberal
in our decaying society or is it that
our administrators could not care
less about this school's affiliations?
If you think about it, there are a lot
of implications behind, this issue,
and I do feel some serious thinking
would not want to teach a class
composed of these 27 percent.
The EPC remains very
supportive of the requirement, but
Holliday comments that it must
make sure that it does not set up a
requirement which
.
cannot be
implemented. According to
Holliday, EPC. will be making
The goal of this requirement is to
"free one from biases that are the
result of ignorance." . -
--
.
Vivian Holliday
proposals for curriculum changes
next quarter after which they will
present the proposal for a faculty
vote before the end of winter
quarter.
Commenting on the prospects .
of the proposal, Haden says: "The
opposition either resists and the
Mare-Christia- n Dialogue Continued
(cont. from p. 3) primary business of the Church be
., affairs bureaucrats, government
salaries, regulations, and
persecution (see Time, U.S. News
' and World Report, and The
Lutheran). "In a country where
the sole . employer is. the
statc.The old principle, who does .
not work shall not eat, has been
replaced by a new one;-- who does
not obey shall not eat" (Leon
Trotsky).
Returning once more to . the
elusive subject of the dialogue
between Christians and Marxists I
need to explain idealistic
materialism. The term has been
used to describe the incorporation
of the dialectic of change,
enunciated by the German
idealistic philosopher Hegel, into
the materialism of Marx. Marx
owes .a great deal to Hegel in
creating an ideology that seeks
moral ends without moral means.
How is Christianity to deal on a
practical level with idealistic will to
power mated to a doctrine of
material accendancy (sic)?
Again addressing the subject of
liberation' theology I can only
admit my attack was broad but I
find it very difficult to believe that
those accepting the doctrine do
not want to be identified with
Marxism. Even if they honestly try
to avoid such identification, their
words and deeds aid the Marxists
and hurt the Church. As for
Western theology being vapid, I
can make no judgement; but youi
criticism of individualism in
Christian faith and its supposed
avoidance of real issues is off the
mark. One, religious freedom is
the right to seek salvation on
personal terms. Also, should the
and " decisions should be made
before other fame like Borgnine go
around the country describing v
' their sentiments about McGaw
Chapel at The College of Wooster.
We should be ashamed.
Sincerely,
Rodney McCalister
Box C-21- 73
z1 Ktopssr
m
emotion is built up to the point of
explosion and the nobility'
degraded to' crude insistence, or
else the opposition gives in to
avoid an. explosion, but is never
converted and simply waits until
the -- heat dies away and then
reasserts itself. And, as Santayana
said, he who forgets history (or is
ignorant of it) is doomed to repeat
it."
It is evident that the faculty hold
diverging views. Whether the
proposal for the establishment of a
cultural definitions requirement
will pass or fail is uncertain. Its fate,
hangs in balance.
political and social issues? This
country
. can do without self-rightou- s
(sic) "moral majorities" of
.the . fundamentalist or liberal
variety.
Cta-kI- li t- - I r---n f-M- rtit anroa tint It
you, sir," that Christians should .
speak out against injustice in the
status quo. Nevertheless, I urge
you to look honestly at the process
of revolution as a profound cause
of injustice. There is a great
possibility always that far worse
conditions will prevail in a post- -
rounli ttirwum crviotu and that thf
breakdown of social order will per-
mit inhumanity far greater than
any jn the past to occur (witness
Kampuchea). A new system can
the excess of its revolutionary
genesis. All of this assumes that
the revolution mercifully ends and
is not continued as a political
terror policy of the new
government. Where is the place of
the Church in a violent struggle for
cold, brutal power? At best there
are few Christian values in any
revolution; at worst there can be
living hells created in search of
Utopia. Political revolutions
happen but they are never
necessary. They are only one form
of change and struggle. Should not
the. Church lead in honestly
exploring all avenues of peaceful
change instead of buying into
revolution perhaps the largest
single symbol of human stupidity.
Ian Hart rick
V Box 1771
Letter-Writin- g Efforts
Stall Brutus Deportation
Dear Editor
.
--r n i i rio an concerned memoers oi
The College of Wooster
community who signed letters
requesting that the Immigration
and Naturalization Service (INS)
grant Dennis Brutus of South
Africa permanent residency status
in the United States, thank you.
One hundred forty-si- x letters were
sent to INS in support of Dennis
Brutus. His' hearing was held
Tues., Nov. 10; arid due to public
pressure and outcry, the decision
on his residency- - status was
postponed. Again, to The College
of Wooster community, thank you
foryour support.
' Box 2419
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Wooster Alumnus
by Stephen Bartlett
Kenya Having now taught at
Kiriti Secondary School in the
Kenyan highlands for two months,
I would like to make a report to the
Wooster community. You all have
a right to know what it is that three
Wooster graduates are up to with
the blessing of the College.
If I know Wooster, I am sure that
at least some of you are
"concerned, and with good reason,
about the possible . dangers of
sending American teachers to the
backwaters of the Kenyan
Highlands. If this report does not
allay your fears, it will at least
clarify the situation for you.
First of all, if you fear what may
be called "paternalism" in such a
program, I would have to disagree.
We have been sought-b- y the
Ministry of Education and are
being employed by them under the
terms they have prescribed. We
are employed like every other
teacher here in Kenya. Why, you
may ask, does the Ministry recruit
people who must fly thousands of
miles, adjust to a new culture,
accustom themselves to a new
system of education, and leave
after as little as two years. The
answer is quite simple. Over two-third- s
of all Secondary School
teachers in Kenya are entirely
unqualified for the job. Most of
them have only the equivalent of a
High School diploma and some
have even less. The shortage of
qualified teachers here in a
country where schools are being
built by the hundreds and students
enrolled by the thousands, is
nothing short of acute.
Kiriti Secondary School is very
new and undeveloped. In fact, we
just hostea the first soccer match
in its history on a field rutted with
holes and lacking grass, and with
boys, most of whom play in bare
feet. All the students walk to
school, sometimes making
journeys of seven miles each way,
and this in rugged, steep mountain
Relates Experiences
terrain. For this reason most of the
best runners " in the Province
(which, incidentally, gave birth to
Kip Keino) come from this area.
Most shocking to us after our
first exposure to these students-w- as
their very poor grasp of
English, coupled with a habitual
tendency to remain utterly passive
while the teacher talks and writes
on the board. The-- quality of
teaching here, with the exception
of one teacher from Uganda, has
been terrible, to be perfectly frank.
The results are clear. Last year
only one student in the entire
Form 4 class was able to continue
her education on to Form 5 (the
equivalent of 11th grade). At least
half the students could be
considered functionally illiterate.
So, we rapidly realized that we had
a mammoth job ahead of us, the
results of which we might never
even witness.
English is the language in which
all subjects are taught here in
Kenya, except of course Kiswahili,
which is the second national
language after English. A Bantu
language, Swahili is easily learned
by the Kikuyu I teach, but due to
the lack of qualified Swahili
teachers and the government's
tendency to encourage English,
the possibility of changing the
educational system to the point
where all subjects could be taught
in that language is far in the future.
Tanzania now teaches all subjects
in Swahili.. For now, however;
Kenya is stuck with English as the
prime language of learning
(academic), which is one reason
why we are here.
As an individual, I see my role as
positive. Haying spent years
learning how to "think," I now
-- have the opportunity to encourage
children, some of whom have
never travelled, more than a long
walk from their home, to be
capable of thinking. The teaching
- methods employed here have had
the opposite effect" making the
Hans Jenny Leaves Distinguished Career at Wooster;
Served as Teacher, Administrator for Thirty-tw- o Years
by Sarah. Simmons
Each day he climbs 38 steps up
to Galpin's third-floo- r tower where
he balances budgets, jots memos,
prepares reports, writes theories
and listens to the concerns of both
faculty and students. Meet Hans
Jenny Vice President of
Financial Affairs, professor of
economics, author of several
papers and iwoks concerning
higher education finance, adviser
of the Wooster Student Aid Fund.
The list is as infinite as his
accomplishments at Wooster in
the past 20 years.
Jenny left Switzerland in 1947
with the Swiss equivalency of an
M.A. in Economics and Business
Administration and two minors in
law and political science. He came
to America to work on his
dissertation at George Washing-
ton University and Yale, in the
area of anti-trus- t legislation and
discovered that he. was well
prepared for his studies.
Jenny stated, "I had from the
start the feeling that I've had a
much broader base than most of
my American counterparts with
whom I went to school. I'm not
implying that we were any better
than them, we just had a broader
perspective of the impact of
economics."
While Jenny worked on his
dissertation with the aim of
returning to Switzerland, after he
finished, a professor from Yale
of Living in Kenya
children passive in the process
that is supposed to be active.
Learning must be an active
endeavor and this is where my
energy and knowledge are being
--channelled to encourage them
to speak, to reason, to be creative,
to use their imaginations, to
memorize in creative ways and to
relate their lives to the world as a
whole.
This is a society still feeling the
throbbing wounds of the violent
struggles with British settler
colonialism. The Mau Mau re-
bellion was staged right here
where I now live. I have hiked in
the mountains that were at one
time the refuge for Oath sworn
Kikuyu determined to kill both the
whites who wished to oppress
them and their fellow Kikuyu who,
either out of fear or compromise
were unwilling to take up arms.
Less than 20 years activity:
growing tea for cash, and working
the few acres that a family, if they
are fortunate, has to support
themselves with. Evangelical, fun-
damentalist Christianity is flour-
ishing in the light of the rapid '
cultural upheavals being
experienced. Despite acute
shortages of land in one of the
areas which, because of the recent
political stability, is experiencing
one of the highest population
growths in Africa, most people are
at least on the surface of things,
blissfully unaware of the problems
they will face in the coming years
of severe land pressures. If you
can just barely support your family
on the five acres you have, how will
your five sons possibly do so with
only one acre each. These days
. most people prefer to plant the
cash crop tea and rely on:ash to
buy their staple foods, most of
which are imported from various
countries including the. United
States. Kenya is ho where near"
self-sufficien- cy in food, and is
becoming even less so--1 with the
(cont. onj). 10)
suggested that Jenny teach while
he was here. "I never got tired of
teaching. The nice thing about
economics is it was a subject in
flux all the time. What always
appealed to me was the
relationship with everyday events
on one hand and the economic
theories on the other. Since the
world always changes, the theory .
has to be adapted to the changing
world. That in itself is stimulating."
Jenny stopped teaching after he
became involved with other
financial aspects of the College.
He said, "I simply couldn't do
justice to the time needed to
devote to the students. You can't
have the kind of schedule if a
student wants to see you about a
paper or a problem, you have to be
there. Something had to give.""" .
Part of the activities Jenny
participated in was the
development of the Wooster
Student Aid Fund in 1954. He .
explains, "The Wooster Student
Aid Fund was started by a sub-
committee of the Student-Facult- y
Committee. This sub-committ- ee
had the Task of dispensing chapel,
funds. It got to be such a hassle
trying to fulfill the requests of
hundreds of organizations, that we
decided to do something more
intelligent."
"There was a student
investment club at Baldwin
Wallace College who had quite a
reputation for doing some
interesting things. A colleague of
mine in the economics department
and I had talked about it over a cup
of coffee one day and together we
came up with the idea to start our
own investment club with these,
fines." The first investment valued
approximately $800. Currently the
fund reports over $100,000 in
investments and $40,000 in
scholarship help.
Of his work withlhese students,
Jenny remarked, "I'm impressed
that you could approach a group
of students, instruct them in some
fundamentals and, if they are
motivated, they will work as
professional investors or even
better!"
Steve Hibbard, head of the
Student Aid Fund, said, "Jenny
takes a great interest in explaining
things. He's sometimes over your
head, yet he is. willing to keep
explaining until you understand.
He still has the professor-teache- r
in him."
Referring to his co-worke- rs,
Jenny said, "I think it's important
to get along with people in order to
make people work for or with you.
Because I was a professor, I know
what it's like to" be a faculty
Convocation Update
"Sex, Violence and Chinese
Money" is the topic that Dr. Hans
Jenny has chosen for his talk at
next Wednesday's convocation.
Dr. Jenny is retiring from his
position as Vice- - President of
Business and Finance, Director of
Institutional jResearch and
. Professor of Economics at the
College. .-- ..
An expert, on education and
business, Dr Jenny has recently
published Hang Gliding, or
Looking for an Updraft, an
examination of higher education
finance in the 1980s. His parting
gift to the College is a $100,000
challenge fund to aid Wooster
students. Please note that this
convocation represents a change
in the culture calendar.. - The
Common Hour will not be held this
quarter.
member in a "small town college.
and I have sympathy for that. I've
always felt that as a financial
officer, I know what the financial
and professional interests of the"
faculty were."
jenny oeneves ne nas an
advantage not being a Wooster
alumnus. "I still don't buy a good
percentage of the propoganda that
people take for granted around
here. I think I have as good as an
impression as anyone and
probably better, of the limitations
of The College of Wooster. I know
where others place it in the picking --
of colleges and Fm not fooled' by
what we say of ourselves."
Along with his office work,
Jenny lectures and consults other
institutions throughout the
country. His accomplishments
include a pilot study on Higher
Education Price Index sponsored
by the Ford Foundation, an
assignment --to th"e National
Commission for Financinq Post
Secondary Education and an
appointment as director for the
National Center for Higher
Education ManagemenrSystems.
Jenny has also written several
papers and articles on college
financing, in addition to three
books; The Golden Years, The
Turning Point and Hang Gliding or
Looking for an Updraft.
After retirement from Wooster,
Jenny plans to continue to serve
a a tiirauuoiii iu urc iiikjuciui
office. He feels that a significant
issue in Wooster's future will be
whether the College will be able
not only to hold its own share but
to increase its share in the market,
as the student . population
decreases.
He explains, "Woostef Vecruits --
in states where the number of.
students will decline 30 percent
over a ten-yea- r period. If Wooster
decreases that much well need
three times out endowment, notjust twice our endowment. You
have to be very rich to be a good
small college. Wooster's in a large
group of colleges who have
endorsements between 10 and 25
million dollars, and we're at the
upperhand of that scale. There are
only about 300 private colleges
that have significant endorse-
ments of 5 million or more."
Jenny recognizes; however,
that Wooster has much more
financial support than it did 20
years ago. Along with increasing
alumni contributions, Jenny cites
the development of the efforts of
non-graduate- s. Both divisions are
indicative of the institution's
future.
"I'm not concerned about the
College .not making it," he'adds.
"The question will be, will Wooster
make it in a big way, or will it just
coast along? The plans are not to
just coast. Wooster's academic
' quality is: good enough that when
our people go to various
foundations, they don't get doors
slammed in their faces. A lot of our
people here do good work, and it is
recognized elsewhere."
Hans Jenny is one of these
people. According to the Wooster
Reports, after President Copeland
announced that Jenny will retire
,Jan. 1. 1982, he stated, "Hans
Jenny is a symbol of fiscal integrity
in American higher education: His
labors have brought the College to
a position of financial strength, and
I
.am grateful for . his many
contributions, both as a teacher
and --an ' administrator, to .
Wooster." " ,
Prepped to Kill: BirnbaclVs
by Enoch Needham
(CPS) Lisa Birnbach, editor
of "The Official Preppy
Handbook," happily takes credit
for the preppy fad now enjoying its
second year .of supremacy on
campus.
- Since her witty guide to the
mores of the rich and casual
appeared in October, 1980, it has
become not only a bestseller, but a
force moving : style-consciou- s
studentsto buy- - Lacoste alligator
shirts (preferably pink this year),
. khaki pants', Sperry topside shoes
and anything from the "prep
"mecca" of - the L.L. Bean
catalogue.
Now a year old, the Handbook
has sold a phenomenal 1,193,000
copies, is in its 22nd printing and
has spawned .Canadian - and
'. Japanese editions.
More is coming. Workman
Publishing, which produced the
Handbook, is offering preppy desk
diaries and the like to help
separate the "key" people from
the nerds and wonks.
But, oddly enough, under the
Fair island sweater, penny loafers,
argyle knee socks and camel
corduroy blazer is a different Lisa
Birnbach: a very serious, 25-year-o- ld
liberal Jewish Democrat from
New York who is mostly amused
by the preppy phenomenon. -
"People still ask me 'Was it ajoke?' 'Was it supposed to be
serious? Birnbach says. "I still
can't believe that it's that hard to
figure out. There's a difference
between you - preppies are
ridiculous and us preppies are
ridiculous. That's what we were
trying to do." .
"I don't like it when people want
to' restrict other people from
something. 1 want everybody to be
preppy."
So despite all the frivolity she
has helped promote, she is
concerned about the student
audiences she plays. to almost
constantly.
"
- "When students want me to see
how preppy they are, they show
me -- their Reagan-Bus- h stickers.
.
Female Artisan Encourages Re-evaluati- on of Education;
Urges Students to Expand Utilization of Skills, Talents
by Robin Wilson
; Just one more week is left of fall
quarter classes at The College of
Wooster. In that week, students
are often asked to do more work
than they have done all quarter,
with final exams, research papers
and class presentations.
Elizabeth Catlett, a . black
sculptor, painter and printmaker,
must have known that about now
students would be worrying about
--grades and passing exams. Her
convocation talk on Wednesday
asked students to reevaluate their
own objective ' in getting an
education, and to think about how
they will use their talent later on as
professionals. Professionals are
responsible not only for their own
success, but for enriching other
people's lives as well, Catlett said.
"We who have been educated
are not exceptional but privileged.
Let us not then feel superior or
removed from our brothers and
sisters of other races and classes,'
who may not be educated, Catlett
urged. " - 1 .
Catlett considers herself
privileged because - it was only
through the .hard work of "her.
grandparents, after emancipation, --
and her mother that she and her ;
fru
That doesn't make me happy at all.
I'm political and Fve always been
political, but I recognize that they
didn't invite me to be Lisa
Birnbach. They invited me to talk
about prep." t
Some of the time her views leak
out anyway. At Duke, she couldn't
resist speaking, out against the
Nixon library proposed for the
campus. - -
"Students aren't political at all."
I'm worried that they aren't
getting enough out of " their
education. When I'm up there I'm
not trying to say, "Let's all throw up
together. There is more to college
than that. I hope that most of them
know that all of this is just in fun."
Birnbach does realize that some
d6 take it seriously, perhaps as a
symbol of personal caution.
"I wish something else (other
than prep) had become a symbol
of playing it safe, but preppy isn't
incom Datable with that mood."
"If the only choices you have are"
siblings were able to go to school.
As a result of this opportunity,
Catlett received the first master of
fine arts, degree to be given at The
University of Iowa in 1940.
But although Catlett has won
many prizes and, exhibited her
sculpture and prints widely in
America,"- - Europe and " Mexico,
where she is a naturalized citizen, --
the purpose of her work is really to
reach out to others who are less
fortunate than herself.
Catlett said she found,
especially while teaching at the
progressive George Washington
SchooI":in Harlem, that
uneducated people have the same
cultural needs as do the educated.
"I now work in my art so that these
people can find .something to
relate - .to color, form or
movement." she said.
In the slides shown of her work,
one senses this conviction. Most
of Catlett s art is sculpture of
ack people, mostly black
women. The sculptures eye in
.wood, bronze, multi-colore- d onyx
and marble. They are large and
small, of faces and of entire bodies.
One in black marble is a child
situated Within its mother.. The
child figure can also be removed
I
Bestseller a
to major in business of art
history," she explains, "one way to
play it safe is to dress preppy."
It has also become a badge of
identity. "In the sixties you knew
that anyone who had short hair
was a fascist and voted for Nixon
and anybody who had long hair
was okay. Now you can have long
hair and be a fascist."
The alternative is - to dress
preppy. It -is-- "instant respect-
ability. I mean, you're always
dressed for a job interview."
Birnbach is not without her own
prep school credentials. Daughter
of. a gem importer and a writer;
Birnbach went to Manhattan's
Lennox School, Riverdale
Country School, Barnard College,
and Brown University, graduating
in 1978 with an English degree.
It was at Brown when BinSbach
and classmate Jonathan Roberts
started keeping notebooks of the
foibles of their fellow students,
usually those of the upper classes.
because Catlett believes. children
must become independent.
Catlett is also responsible for
the larger-than-lif- e bronze
sculpture of Louis Armstrong, the
famous jazz trumpeter, which is
now located in a New Orleans
park which bears his name.
Along with sculpture, Catlett
also makes prints. One which she
calls the black experience, was
done to show Mexicans the racial
problems of America during the
1960s. "InV Mexico we don't
segregate," she said.
Catlett says her own form of art ,
which originates from her family
experience and cultural
background, is part of the. dues
she must pay to her race and
other less-fortunat- e people.
Likewise, all privileged
-- professionals jto matter what
their vocation must not lose
sight of life and human feeling in
thejr ambition's for money or fame,
Catlett pointed out. Rather, they
must discover their role in helping
others. .- - '
"t want to pay because I am a
privileged person-- 1 also urge you
on in the significance of contri-buting't- o
the betterment of other
people's livesrshe concluded.
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Badge of Identity?
. "We even had a list ot pieppy
diseases," she recalls. "There was
a lot of things that didn't make it
"4 into the book,"
Sadly for pop culture historians,
the notebooks were lost, and
Birnbach and company had to
start from scratch when Roberts
proposed to Workman Publishing
to "do a book on preppies." The
.publishing house was initially
uninterested, but .in Spring, 1980.
when designer Ralph Lauren
produced a line of preppy clothing.
Workman changed its mind.
Roberts convinced BirnbacrHo
edit the book because Roberts, a
Workman staffer, was busy with
other projects. They assembled it
in five months. - ' .--
Birnbach "really thought the
book would die a few months after
it came out," when students
waded into the school year.
."College students don't- - spend
much time in the book stores after
they buy their (text) books." she
Instead, the handbook took off,
and Birnbach has been touring
colleges ever since.
Her first tour took her to the
West and South, including
Hampden-Sydne- y College in
Virginia, which she dubs "the
preppiest college in' the country.
"Other than Gordon Liddy. I
think I'm hitting the college lecture
circuit the hardest," she laughs.
On the circuit, she plays her
high priestess of prep role to the
hilt, wearing Top Drawer regalia
and presiding over any kind of pro-prepp- y
event the sponsors
concocT,
At the University of Southern
California, she judged a Who's
Most Preppy Contest . Some
entrants brought golf carts and
standing closets full of The Right
Clothes.
.
At UCLA, the winner squeezed
a sailboat indoors "along with his
slaves." .
.', "Terrific excess," Birnbach
marvels. "It was just great."
Generally she does a 90 minute
stand-u- p comedy routine and then
answers audience questions.
ToDics rarwe from Dren sex ("a
contradiction in terms") to drink-
ing. She encourages students to
"wear beer."
"Beer is not only a beverage, but
a fashion accessory." she advises.
The ultimate, in drinking
acceptance is performing the
"technicolor yawn" throwing up
in public.
"I really love making people
laugh," she says.
"There really can't be a sequel
(to the book) as such," she adds
with a laugh. "We say -- that
nothing's changed since 1635. so
there isn't anything different." ' -
The Boston Latin School,
regarded as America's original
preparatory school, was founded
in 4635.
- But things have changed for
Birnbach. "The main difference is
that I know that publishers will
now take more seriously- - other
things I want to do." .
X
I fL
Elizabeth Catlett, a Black artist now residing in Mexico, pressed
the audience, at Wednesday's convocation to recognize both the
privileges and the responsibilities an education gives them. Photo
bjrSue Mertz.
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Borgnine Performances Found
by Lee Merrill
It contained all the elements of
an audience-tp-its-fee- t evening: a
well-know- n motion picture and
television star to perform in
McGaw Chapel, a brand new
script written especially for him.
Why then did Ernest Borgnine 's
one-ma- n presentation of An Offer
You Can't Refuse flop so badly?
Borgnine might tell you that it
was having to perform his play in
McGaw Chapel. "I'm a God
fearing man," he told interviewers
a few hours prior to the show. "I
almost asked the sponsors to let
me do the show in the street. The
idea of performing it in a chapel
is.. .well. ..theater doesn't belong in
a chapel."
Less-biase- d observers might tell
you that it was the combination of
a so-s- o performance with a less- -
than-so-so-scrip- t. More than an
entertainment piece, Gallu's play
is a dramatic lecture, to "make
people think," as Borgnine
informed interviewers. Indeed, the
two-hou- r production was a very
intelligent collection of one-line- d
condemnations of various aspects
of society: Lawyers: "I don't care
what you're into they 11 get into it
with you." Insurance: "Nothing
more than legalized gambling."
Fairly expensive restaurants: "The
best place to kill someone. ..you
can write it off as a business
expense on your American
Express card." Had allu limited
himself to a behind the-podiu- m
scoff at society, the audience
might not have left feeling cheated.
.ti .i i - i inowever, ine piaywngni purs nis
commentary in the framework of
the life of a Mafia family, vying for
tears as well as laughs by climaxing
the play with the Mafia-ordere- d
death of one of the children.
Nobody cried.
The audience might have been
able to forgive Gallu had it not
been for the star's less-than-inspir- ed
performance. All the
Borgnine presence was there.
Major Goals of Clubs, Sections on Campus Reassessed
by Sidney Smyth
Recently, Inter Section Council
(ISC) and Inter Club Council
(ICC) held workshops which
enabled them to look realistically
at the problems and misconcep-
tions of sections and clubs. The
major problem which plagues
these groups is how their image is
perceived by the rest of the
campus. Anne B. Howes and Dave
Engler, presidents of ICC and ISC,
respectively, stressed the
importance of grades, and not just
parties. Maintaining the academic
standard is written into both
constitutions.
The workshops were held not
only to improve the overall image,
but to reassess the objectives and
goals of both the councils, the
clubs and sections themselves.
The major goals of ISC are to
create brotherhood, to promote
the development of the individual
and to contribute to the
intellectual life. According to
Engler, they would also like to
encourage service to the College
and the community as well as
encourage development of
leadership and social interactions.
I Hnz 'riin&A uarvtiic uiairc in
achieve these goals.
To provide more service to the
College and community, each
section will have at least one
service project a year which will
include a significant number of
section members. This project will
be publicized, and will be designed
Calls Gallu Play Thought Provoking
filling the McGaw stage with
"McHale's Navy's" voice and
gestures. But spontaneity,
credulity and a few other things
were missing from his performance.
Man cannot be entertained by
presence alone. Gallu's script calls
for the portrayal of a host of
characters by one performer.
Borgnine ignored the differences
in characters, making only a token
attempt to differentiate them in the
first five minutes of their
appearance on stage through an
accent or posture which quickly
faded as performer replaced"
character. Bornine's tears over
the death of his child sounded
convincing, but the audience by
that time alienated from the world
of a character thaf seemed
to give satisfaction to both the
individual and the community.
ISC would also like to see more
section members in campus
leadership positions. They will
have small group discussions and
workshops to aid and promote
these positions. Also, the Council
will try to stress the importance of
the R.A. position within the
section.
Along with these objectives and
goals, ISC will establish a publicity
committee to promote events
other than just section parties.
They will also outline Initiation
Week (goals and guidelines) and
establish a committee ' for ISC-backe- d
functions.
The major purpose of the clubs,
as set by ICC, is to promote social
interaction while maintaining the
College's academic standards.
'Within the club, this is done by
fostering interclass camaraderie.
Outside the club this is
accomplished by participating in
events with other campus
organizations.
Another goal is to achieve unity
within the club while stressing the
individuality of its members.
According to Howes, through
-- various service projects, money- -
making events and all club parties,
close friendships are formed, but
individuals are not pressured to
conform to a certain standard.
Clubs would like to stress that one
would not lose their identity by
joining such a group and
"jRefuse-abl- e
believable only to the performer,
felt left out by a sorrow that
sounded real but which they could
not share.
The amateur lighting design,
featuring a dodging spotlight and
inconsistent lighting gimmicks, did
not help the performance. And, as
if as an omen, the performance
began with an introduction from
an actor, John Fahnestock, that
was the epitome of over-rehearse- d
spontaneity.
Borgnine's philosophy is that, if
a performer does nothing else, he
should "leave 'em laughing." I
rather suspect, though, as I hold
the stub of an eight dollar ticket in
my hand, that Thursday night it
was Borgnine who got the last
laugh.
participating in these activities.
ISC would also like to promote
service to The College and
Wooster community. This will be
done through" various service
projects on and off campus. The
clubs also maintain an active
involvement on campus
specifically related to the position
of women. The clubs will stand by
the status of women if they need
them, and will support all women's
functions on campus (i.e. W.A.A.,
Women's Resource Center, etc.).
Sunday Candlelight
by Ward Vidad
This Sunday evening the
Wooster Chorus and the Concert
Choir will present their annual
Christmas Concert in the candlelit
McGaw Chapel at 8:15 p.m.
Students, faculty, staff and local
residents are invited to celebrate
an early Christmas as a
community before the students
leave for the winter break. This
concert of traditional carols and
lessons will be a joyful preparation
for the holiday season involving
more than 200 members of the
College community. The format of
the Christmas program originated
in England and Scotland and is
used widely throughout the world
during the celebration of Advent.
The Wooster Chorus, -- the
College's touring chorus of 55
voices, will sing French, German,
Russian,
.
Brazilian, and English
Did Ernest Borgnine get the last laugh after his performance in
An Offer You Can't Refuse? Photo by Eric Johnston.
IJndstrom Urges Seniors to Act Now
by Jerry Thompson
"Oh no! I'm graduating in
a month and then what am I gonna
do? I don't have a job, I haven't
applied for grad school. Will I have
to stay in Wooster another year?"
If you fear that six months from
now your thoughts will be similar'
to those above, run to the nearest
phone and make an appointment
to see Elaine Lindstrom, Director
of Wooster's Career Planning and
Placement Service. Though the
number of seniors who have seen
Lindstrom this . year have
increased from the corresponding
time-- last year,
.
there is still
approximately 50 percent who
have not been to CPPS for their
, "Senior Planning Session."
"This session is the beginning
point," says Lindstrom. "I cannot
emphasize it enough." In the
Senior Planning Session,
Lindstrom and the student discuss
career goals, skills, interests,
possible geographic locations,
past experience and graduate
school plans "and testing if
relevant. Lindstrom is then able to
assist the student in finding a
graduate
.
school or entry-leve- l
position through both her
"network of contacts" (including
alumni of the College) and the
materials available in CPPS and
Andrews Library.
As well as with the Senior
Planning Session, seniors should
already be involved in other tasks
as they look ahead to life after
Wooster. If graduate school is on
the calendar for next year, seniors
Concert Early Christmas Celebration
carols and anthems by Bach,
Schumann, Hoist and Berlioz. The
100-voic- e Concert Choir will offer
Pinkham's Christmas Cantata.
John M. Russell, Assistant
Professor of Music, directs both of
these fine groups. The Brass
Ensemble, directed by Dr. Jack
Gallagher, will accompany the two
.groups with holiday fanfares. The
congregation audience will also be
invited to join in the singing of
some favorite Christmas hymns.
In keeping with tradition,
individuals from all areas of
campus life will be' reading the
Scripture lessons recounting the
Nativity and the events
surrounding the birth of Jesus
Christ Participating professors
include Dr. Winford Logan and
Dr. Paul ChristiansorC
Anthony Pinkard and Dr. Beth
Irwin Lewis from the Administra
should already have taken or be
planning to take graduate school
admission tests, and be finalizing
registration for them. Also,
Lindstrom reminds students that
they should have their applications
and be completing them as early as
possible, since many graduate
schools are now on a rolling
admissions policy in which
students are accepted as
applications are received.
If a job rather than grad school is
in your plans for next year, right
now is an equally important time of
preparation for career-huntin- g.
Lindstrom encourages seniors to
complete their resumes before
break if they have not done so
already. "December is the time
wherT seniors should be making
initial -- contacts," stresses
Lindstrom.
Whether looking for a job or
going to graduate school,
Lindstrom also emphasizes the
importance of students getting
references from employers and
professors before leaving
Wooster, while both the student
and the person writing the
reference are still here.
If job-huntin- g, Lindstrom
reminds seniors to "not worry
about what you are going to do the
rest of your life." She points to a
recent survey which indicates
Americans change jobs an average
of seven times in their life, and
switch fields for example from
education to business three
times. She also warns that job- -
(cont. on p. 10)
tion, and the Rev. Mark Wendorf ,
Assistant Pastor of Westminster
Presbyterian Church, will also
assist with the readings. Students
reading include seniors David
Ward, Eugenia Hull, Dale Fortner,
Tom .Warner, Kevin Grubb and
Anne Vial.
Admission is free for College
students and personnel. The
College and local community are
encouraged to attend this special
celebration of fine music and the
Christmas story.
Fishmonger a
by Kevin Grubb
"It's almost like walking into an
O'Neill play," remarks playwright
Rudy Vincent of his mother's well-wor- n
Greenwich Village
restaurant. The Fishbowl: home of
a colorful ensemble of equally well-wor- n
patrons. An O'Neill play?
Well, maybe. But with evident
lonescian overtones.
Annetta Jefferson's newest
play, The Fishmonger, illustrates
her long-tim- e intrigue (some would
argue, obsession) with human
eccentricities, magnified by the
absurdity of. our lives. It is an
involved, uneven work .of nearly
three hours, though it makes no
excuses for its complexity or
longevity after all, we're talking
about life here. Because of its
genre is it drama? is it comedy?
is it absurdist? is it realism? the
play defies classification, which
makes criticism on this basis
decidedly difficult.
The Fishmonger baits its
audience with exaggerated
characterizations: an aging
alcoholic Shakespearean actor; a
simple-minded- , hopelessly
untalented artist; a doddering old
woman; a licentious Valentino;
and a hard-hearte- d restauranteur
with a scarlet secret to hide. Their,
combined foibles present all the
elements necessary for a potential
black comedy, but Jefferson does
not let her audience off that easily.
The play succeeds marvellously in
, luring the audience into a state of --
captivity through comedy,
whereby we are trapped inside the
fishbowl of the character's
(un)realities.
Jefferson has often been more
concerned with human motiva-
tions than the consequences of'
individual actions. In her 1979 play.
Amandla, that white imperialists
could believe they could get away
with black worker exploitation in
Africa was a more important con-
sideration than the violent reper-
cussions which ensued. Equus
pondered psychosexual anarchy
within a world fraught with tradi-
tional morality. In both plays, ihe
consequences ot ignoring 'a
societal problem were debilitating
for-th-
e antagonists, yet the societal
problem itself remained 'at the
forefront; often left stubbornly
unresolved for the audience to
mull over.
The Fishmonger is deliberately
offensive and vicious in the first act
and. becomes more so by act
three. The plot, as such, is
simplistic: four eccentric
Greenwich Villagites meet nightly
in Anna Vincent's homey Fishbowl
restaurantbar. A love-hat- e
relationship bonds the motely
group together inextricably, with
Anna presiding over this make-
shift, family like a surrogate
mother. Each patron is introduced
accordingly in Act I, presenting
hisher particular unorthodox
nature. Mark is a chronic alcoholic
who quips random Shakespeare
with designs on a stage career he's'
too disillusioned to pursue. Susan
is a vacuous artist from Los
Angeles ("the city of angles") with
a fetish for drawing fish eyes as
though she "sees the world
through a pink-tinte- d fishbowl."
Mattie; an 85-year-o- ld woman, is
obsessed with "Daddy," chicken
soup (or is it clam chowder?) and "
time. And Joe is ' a slight,
hyperactive homophobe primarily
concerned with discovering the
ultimate lay.
- As a unit, this group provides
apt material for a play, however ,
Prize Catch
unconventional the plot may be.
Thus, when Anna's playwright-so- n
Rudy appears on the scene to
avenge his father's death which
he is convinced was prompted by
his mother he - finds the
opportunity to exploit Anna's
"family" of misfits too good to
resist.
Act II removes the audience
from the Fishbowl and places it in
Rudy's own play. I is a macabre
dramatization entitled Rudy's Fish
Tail a realist play in an absurdist
reality. As the fishmonger, Rudy
has assembled a magnificently
demented montage of scenarios
each reflecting the miserable
pasts of the main characters in Act
I. The illusions of Anna, Mark.
Mattie, Susan and Joe, who all
function in Act II as audience
participants, are abruptly ripped
away as Rudy's play proceeds.
Susan is revealed as Susette's foil:
an airhead ceramictst so caught up
in making organic pots that she is
blind to her own disintegrating
marriage. As Methusa, Mattie
witnesses the re-enactm- ent of her
perverse relationship to "Daddy,"
who chokes to death on a chicken
soup bone as. she revels in his
agony ("and God said, 'Let there
be right she growls dementedly).
Joe is emotionally wrecked when
the actor portraying him in the role
of Jeff uncovers the real reason Joe
appears like a veritable satyr: He is
a repressed homosexual terribly
insecure with his sexual
orientation. All this sexual hype is
caused, in part, by an ugly scene
involving an overly concerned
roommate and his "trashy"
girlfriend who attempts to seduce
Jeff. The audience learns through
the character of Maurice that
Mark's domineering mother is the
factor most responsible ' for his
acting insecurities, and that Anna
drove her writer-husban- d to his
grave after she ripped up his short
stories, ' furious that he had
described her as a fish!
If Act II sounds emotionally
gruelling (and it is), spectators are '
urged to avoid Act III, in which the
Real People in Act I must confront
the truth of Jhe actor's
presentations of their weaknesses
in Rudy's play. By this point, the
audience has been put in check:
Whenever we want to laugh, we
feel guilty. Human nature may be
funny, but human tragedy is not. It
would be a relief if we could rejoice
at Susan's decision to leave the
Fishbowl for a more realistic
existence. (Tve sketched all your,
faces too many times," she says.
"You can't see the world from a
Fishbowl.") But because of the
unerring accuracy with which
Jefferson has ; developed the
characterizations the audience
feels certain that no environment
will change Susan fantasy and
reality are as unrecognizable as
her landscape watercolors. ; -
To. preserve the impact of the
play's ending, this review will not
divulge the ingenuity of Jefferson's
epilogue. I will state that I was
relieved somewhat that no one in
the play, including' Rudy gets off
the "hook." ftJefferson's ability to examine
the pretenses and inconsistancies
of her characters is enviable and
frightening. In Act I, the characters ;
talk aimlessly , not listening towhat
each other has to say. But in Act II,
silence is deafening as Anna,
Susan, Mark, Mattie and Joe
watch the fishmonger delight in
skewering their personal
weaknesses before, their eyes.
Pinioned to the reality .of .their -
i
r.r
-
Director-playwrig- ht Annetta Jefferson has constructed a wicked and skillfully drawn drama in The
Fishmonger, currently on stage in Shoolroy Theatre. Photo by Meg Wehrty.
absurd existences, the Fishbowl
patrons flail at each - other
ineffectually in the final act. '
Although The Fishmongers the
finest original work I have seen
produced - at Wooster in; four
years, it is not immune from
criticism. The play nearly avoids
becoming the embodiment of the
cliches set up by its characters, ,
but not quite. Jeff, Joe's alter ego --
in the play within the play, is
predictably an effeminate
homosexual student with a --
revulsion for women. That his
roommate is repulsed by Jeffs
interest in "talking about just you
and me," is not surprising. The
audience is left with nothing but
pity for the poor invert. The-onl- y
element of surprise is that Jeff
doesn't end his, scene by
committing suicide but then,-wh- o
knows what will happen when
the lights go out. Another faggot
bites the dust?
Also, the mother -- son love-hat- e
relationship between Rudy and
Anna is never fully developed. The
audience knows that Rudy has
been away from New York for
quite some time, yet Anna does
not seem that surprised to see him
step through the doors of the
Fishbowl. Almost immediately,
they go at each other like rabid
dogs, yet, Anna still ends up
offering his old bedroom for him to
sleep in by the end of the first act.
Part of the difficulty in accepting
the paradox in their relationship
was caused by the method used by
actors Scott Paynter (Rudy) and
Susan Liggett (Anna) to portray
their-- dislike for one another.
Liggett was most effective as
Fishbowl proprietor: wise to the
world but insecure and vulnerable
outside her rarefied and
contaminated environment.
Paynter's best scenes involved his
For Your olidoy
Airline or 7:
Amtrok
Reservations and
Tickets
Coll:
.
264-989- 9
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377 liberty St., --Woosier
interaction with , the RshbowTs
patrons. He craftily: gains their
confidence by pretending -- to be
their friend, and then back-stab- s
them with perfect execution in his
play. His blue-eye- d malice,
unfortunately, was not as
convincing when directed toward
Anna.
The supporting cast deserves
plaudits. Despite their relative
inexperience, each actor turned in
very solid performances. Glenn
Becker as Mark made me believe
that, for him, "all the world is a
dirge." Brooding and tempera-
mental, Mark became, through
Becker, a compassionate though
hopelessly tragic figure. As the 85-year-o- ld
Mattie, Maria Whitaker
made an auspicious Shoolroy
debut, provoking the most hearty
laughs of anyone in the cast.
Chicken soup anyone?
Salacious Joe. womanizer -a- t-large
played by Russ White, struts
across the stage with aplomb
emphasizing the ridiculousness of
his wirey frame. His colorful
vocabulary made more than a few
of the "more refined members" of
Saturday night's audience blush.'
And Wendy Wallis' Susan, though
a bubble brain, had a smile that
drew the audience into her cloud
nine existence with no complaints.
The actors in Rudy's Fish Tail,
surprisingly, turned in some of the
play's finest performances. Janet
Youngdahl and Sarah McKenzie-Hoskin- s
as Susette and Methusa,
respectively, were especially
effective as comic tragediennes.
Susan McQueen,, a fiery
i n irrra i mn ni
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Shakespearean actress who
beleaguers her son shamelessly,
"Was very convincing. Mimi
Richmond as Eve. a castrating,
vengeful woman, had her best role
td dater Rounding out the cast
were Jeffrey Rider, Pete Silva,
Tom Truss, Christopher Causey,
Gretchen . Shearer, Jeff Yost. '
James Rustic and Tracy Kotouch.
Production designer Jerry
Hanson has constructed "a
handsome set ingenuously built to
seat audiences both in and outside
of the Fishbowl. Its New York City
authenticity is striking and well
conceived. Rebecca Seeman's fish
masks (used in Act II) also deserve
recognition for their originality.
The Fishmonger's- - final
performances are tonight and
Saturday at 8:15 p.m. in Shoolroy
Theatre.
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ABORTION: Akron Women's
One oilers safe, fm wiiwl
and confidential abortion up
through 15 weeks. Girth Control
Clinic. Lowest Fees. ADC
accepted. 513 West Market SL
Caltolfree 1-600-36- 29121
HELP WANTED
Piano andor organ player needed
for 2nd Baptist Church choir, if
interested, call 262-657- 1. .
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Wooster Alumnus Acclimates in Kenya
(cont. from p. 5)
preponderance of cash crops such
as coffee; tea, pyretheum and sisal
and its growing population.
When I gave my students a
composition to write on the Pros
and Cons of growing tea as a cash
crop, it was for many of them the
first time they had actually had to
think about the issues at stake.
Am I imposing my values on them
m doing so? I think not. What I am
imposing is the need to use
intelligence to recognize and
possibly solve problems, the
magnitude of which most
Americans will never face.
The children ask many
questions about American
society. 1 answer them to the best
ot my ability and understanding.
Having lived in Senegal, travelled
and studied in US supported
military regimes in Central
America, lived in both Wooster
and New York, travelled in nearly
every state of the union by car,
bus, bicycle and thumb, I feel that I
have a fairly broad view of my
society, a view that can add to the
cultural N understanding of my
students.
For those of you who may be
worried as to the ideological
position of any of usyou can rest
assured that no one here ever
sings "God Bless America" or puts
"America, Love it or Leave it"
bumper stickers on our cars. We
are neither pedagogues nor flag
w
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waving patriots, we eat corn meal
and beans just like our neighbors.
drink the rainwater, go without
when it is dry, walk miles along dirt
roads to collect' milk or staples and
get paid for less than we would in
any job in the United States.
Nevertheless, each time we set
foot in the classroom, speak with"
our neighbors, make friends or
learn new things about these
people, we feel that' we share in a
mutual exchange: one that is
natural, fertile and valuable.
In the Public Interest
Cont. from p. 4)
showing the way away from
atomic power. '
Yet neither Ronald Reagan nor
the majority of Congress seems to
be in touch' with popular
preferences and hard economic
and engineering evidence. The
House of Representatives has just
passed a measure to allow
temporary operating permits for
new nuclear plants before the
completion - of formal safety
hearings. Such hearings have
given community residents in the
past about the only voice they
have to participate in the awesome
decision of building a plant where
they live and work.
But the House voted the people
down, 304 to 90. At the same time,
the Senate voted another
multimillion-dolla- r subsidy for the
costly and trouble-plague- d $3.2
billion Clinch River Breeder
Custom
; Picture Framing
Phone: 262-517-1
143 E. Liberty St.
Wooster, Ohio
Visiting Theologian Invites Campus
To Participate in
Professor Milan Opocensky,
Visiting Theologian at The College
of Wooster this fall quarter, is
nearing the end of his visit. Mr.
Opocensky will meet for a
conversation with interested
persons on the topic "Working for
Peace: A Christian Perspective."
After opening the 'meeting with
comments on his peacemaking
experience and his thoughts .on
East -- West tensions, Mr.
Opocensky will respond to
questions.
A member of the Comenius
Faculty of the University of
Prague, Professor Opocensky has
been instrumental in international
The Internationalist
(cont. from p. 4)
Wooster, we are lucky to have
many varied opportunities to be
introduced to other people and
other lands. Through offompus
programs, outstanding language
departments, a choice of two
international majors and a host of
foreign-oriente- d clubs and
organizations, we may rise above
mundane academia. As College of
Wooster students, we do not
merely intellectualize, but actually
experience the common bonds of
humanity.
Career Prospects
(cont. from p. 8)
hunting can seem overwhelming
and recommends that seniors
"take things one step at a time.
Break down what you want to do
into smaller tasks: resume writing,
informational interviewing,
contacting prospective em-
ployers. It will make job-hunti- ng
much easier."
Reactor. Since most members of
Congress are out of touch with
most Americans on atomic power,
the consumers, who will have to
pay the bills, should start being
heard.
(Released by The Register and
Tribune Syndicate, 1981)
Scottie Runners End Year
The College of Wooster
women's cross country team
wrapped up the season on a
pleasant note Saturday,
November 7. The top seven'
runners traveled to O.S.U. to
compete against thirteen other
Division III teams in the Regional
meet. Wisconsin Lacrosse won
the meet with a mere 57 points.
Wisconsin Claire placed second
witnts preceded by Springton
'College with 87 points. The
Scotties emerged ninth all-aroun- d.
The women ran a tough race on
the 3.1 mile course and were up
against a lot of tough competition.
Number one Scottie runner
.Theresa deGuzman ran a superb
race with the remarkable time of
Christianity Talk
peacemaking activities in Prague
and Geneva for more than two
decades. He possesses a deep
Christian commitment to bringing
understanding between the
peoples of East and West. His
insights into the thought
processes of both - worlds
sometimes call into question
previous nations and seem to offer
new conceptions of the
peacemaking task and of the role
of Christians.
The meeting will be in the Lean
Lecture Room of Wishart Hall.
The College of Wooster. on Tues..
Nov. 17 from 5 to 6 p.m. The
public is-invite- d.
In an ideological sense, our
experience here will help us
further the historic, fhough as yet
futile, " pursuit of international
peace. By forgetting, or at least
coping with the labels and
stereotypes that we throw around
so ignorantly, we may help
ourselves and others become as
united in purpose as we are in
human feeling. This has been the
intention of the Internationalist
this quarter; and should be. I
believe, the ultimate goal of our
liberal education here at The
College of"Wooster.
Expanded by CPPS
Two additional tips Lindstrom
has for seniors: "HI be holding a
workshop on 'Transitions in the
spring, and 1 encourage everyone
to attend. Ill be talking about the
transition from college to career.
Also, when family and friends ask
for Christmas ideas, think about
what will be needed after leaving
Wooster or in looking for a job:
apartment things, for example, or
an interview suit."
Lindstrom encourages students
who are not aware of what CPPS
has to offer to "come in and look
around. I can even give you a tour
of the office if you would like. My
staff and I know what it's like to
look for a job. If you have
questions, please come in and talk
with us."
19:29. This was Theresa's best
time of the season. Mandy Bun-dashe- d
into second place for the
Scots with a superior time of 20: 14.
Nancy Conger finished third
clocking in at 20:24. Amy Smith
and Peggy Elder also performed
quite well. They captured fourth
and fifth respectively for the Scots
with times of 20:50 and 21:04. Bev
Roberts and Heather Murphy
likewise ran a tough race.
Coach Craig Penney com-
mented on the team's perform-
ance for the .season. "This was a
super season for the women that
they should all be proud of. I am
also excited for a strong returning
team next year."
, t
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Scotties 1 in Nationals.
by Al Cleveland
"They came, they saw, they
conquered. That has been the
story of the Wooster women's field
hockey team now preparing for
the National Tournament to be
held at Sweet . Briar College,
Virginia from November 17-2- 1.
At the state tournament,
Wooster had decisive wins over
Oberlin 6-- 0 and Wittenberg 4-- 0.
The women' played well and
worked well together. Coach Terri
Prodoehl added. 'We dominated
the games and our defense did a
wonderful job.
Denison turned out to be a
problem for the Scot stickers as
they were defeated 2-- 1 in intense
Overtime action. Bghteen minutes
into the first half, junior Cindy
Runnette scored for Wooster. The
Big Red offensive machine was
held scoreless until the final five
minutes.
r
Neither team was able to
produce a goal during the first
seven and one-hal- f minute
overtime period, but Denison
clinched first place in the state with
. the game winning goal five minutes
into the second overtime period.
Denison was guaranteed a place
in the regional tournament, but
Wooster had to sweat it out until a
decision was made about an at-larg- e
bid. Wooster received the
bid to go to regionals Nov, 6-- 7 at
"Kalamazoo.
Wooster wanted to
.
meet
Denison again at regionals.
Commented Prodoehl, "I hope we
see Denison in .regionals. I think
we are a better team. They are
persistent, but our style and play
are better. We would really like to
beat them."
Wooster had a third seed
ranking for regionals, and met
Principia College of Illinois in first
round action. "The women shut
Principia out 4-- 0, then conquered
Calvin College of Michigan 2-- 0,
and then met University of
Wisconsin-Lacross- e with another
sound win 3-- 1. Wooster did not
have trouble with any of the teams
they encountered, except with a
...And Scottie Spikers 3 Seed in States
by.Missy Horning
and Nancy Neagoy
On Tuesday evening, Nov-
ember 3rd, Wooster held a tri-wa- y
with Denison and Kenyon, The
spikers played well and easily beat
both teams, 15-- 9 and 15-2- . and 15-- 9
and 15-2- . respectively.
Last weekend, Wooster
continued winning. - They beat
Mafone and-Mou- nt Union in
another tri-wa- y match held at
Malone. The Scotties were clearly
the most powerful team
competing and had good court
play. Their coherent teamwork,
which- - they have been striving for
since the beginning of the season,
paid off as they soundly defeated
Mount ( 15-9- . 15-8-) and Malone ( 15-1- 0,
15-9- ). This tri-wa- y match
marked the ending of the Scotties "
regular season play, in which they
compiled a 26--7 record.
At the beginning of this week.
the;team"was seeded first in the
Satelites at Baldwin-Wallac- e. "
On Monday night. Wooster
easily defeated Case-Wester- n (15-3- ,
15-7- ) and Oberlin (15-7- . 15 9).
Every part of the Scotties' game
BEALL AVE.
ECON-Q-WAS-H
(Just North of the College)
24 Hour Coin-O-p Laundry
Dry Cleaning 9 - 4:15
very fast Wisconsin team that tied
the score 1-- 1 in the second half.
.
Carolyn Molyneaux responded
with the go-ahea- d goal' that gave
the Scot stickers a 2-- J advantage.
Amy Barnard dumped in the
insurance goal for Wooster.
Wooster played well as a team,
but important assists were' made
to Cindy Runnette who scored six
of nine goals for the Scots. 'She
was a vital part of the game just as
everyone else was. You can't have
a star at this point in the
competition and get as far as we
have. It has to be and was a total
team effort." stated Coach
Prodoehl.
In the first game Kathy Majeski
was hurt, but Magic played in the
next two games with 19 stitches in
her shin. This is an example of the
determination of this outstanding
team. , .
What happened to the Big Red?
They were beaten in one of their
early games, which kept them
from being the ' number one or
number two team. In fact, Denison --
finished fifth at regionals. Wooster
never played Denison.
When asked about national
competition, Prodoehl said she
was not worried. "The women play
better against teams they haven't y
met before. They feel they have to
prove they are better. The new
competition will be a plus fpr us.
The "Wooster stickers have
been seeded number one for
Nationals. This means Wooster is
expected to come out number one
in Division III institutions in the
nation. At the national
tournament, 16 teams will be
competing.
The Scots enter national
competition with an 18-- 4 record.
This is the second time in three
years that Wooster has sent its
field hockey team to Nationals. In
1979 the women played in the
national tournament but lost to .
both Glassboro State (New
Jersey), 2-- 1, and California State-Sacrament- o,
2-- 0. after compiling a
13-6-- 2 season record.
Best of luck to the Scot stickers.
clicked as they had their
opponents on end.
Tuesday night was the final
game. The Scotties played tough
as they defeated Ashland ( 16-1- 4. 9- -
-- 15. 15 5. 15-4-) to win the Satellite.
. Wooster now enters State
competition this weekend at Ohio
Northern. They want to keep the
same intensity while .coming out
vict9rs. again.
f60
Have Thanksgiving Dinner With Your
- Friends Before Break!
--AMISH HOME
DINING ROOM
FAMILY STYLE
SALAD BAR
XOME OtNE
Dave Jones breaks into the clear to pick up some of his game's leading yardage in last Saturday's win
over Muskingum. Photo by John Ladner.
.
Scots Close Season with Victory; Jones Keys Big Win
r i i moy ooooy rnoore
The Scot football team ended
the season las Saturday on a good
note when, they defeated the
Muskies, 21-- 7. This victory made it
the fourth strajghf' year in which
Wooster has come out on top in
this traditional
.
xivalry with
Muskingum. Unlike the past three
weeks, it was the opponents who
faced the long afternoon as the
Scots were hungry for a victory. It
was forced errors by the Wooster
defense and capitalizing on them
by the offense that led the Scots to
the season ending win.
In the first half, it looked as if it
was going to be another defensive
battle with the Scot 'D' prevailing.
The Muskies were unable to
penetrate the tenacious defense
led by seniors Jeff Golini and Dale
Fortner. In fact, Muskingum was
not able to enter Wooster territory
, the entire half. It was the defense
that set up the first scoring drive
when Bob Rettinger recovered a
Muskingum fumble on the Muskie
17 ' yard fine. From there, the
offense took over. Six plays later,
Neal Arcuri went wide right and
into the end zone for six. The point
after was good and the Scots led 7-- 0.
v.
Oh'", the next series "for the
Muskies, -- the defense forced.
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another error: Jeff Golini picked a
pass off to give the Scots good field
position. The drive stalled and a 44
yard field goal attempt was missed.
It was 7,0 at the half. j
On Muskingum's first playjpf the
second half, the tough defense of
the Scots forced another
turnover. Mike Barrett fell on the
lost pigskin.. With the ball oh the
Muskies' 22, the offense took the
field with an excellent scoring
opportunity. Not letting ' the "
turnover go to waste, Ron Wright
led the Scots in eight plays for
another touchdown. This time
- Arcuri found a hole up the middle
for the score on a fourth and goal
situation. With the. kick splitting
the uprights, the Scots were riding
a comfortable 14-- 0 lead. -
On Muskingum's following
possession, they could not initiate
a drive. Forced to punt, they
watched as the Scots started
another drive down the field. This
drive ended when Wright threw an
interception. The Muskies started
on their own 23 and drove for a
touchdown. While most of the
drive was on the ground, two
passes of 24 and 17 yards kept the
drive alive.
.
On the ensuing kickoff, Dave
"Jones returned the ball 49 yards to
give the . Scots excellent field
position, again. Not having much
THEPARTy
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s nme to caicn nis Dream. Jones got
the call on the first play of the
series. He picked right up where
he left off, rambling 51 yards for a
touchdown. The kick after was
good, giving the Scots a 21-- 7 lead.
This proved to be the last score of
the day for either team.
"Although our record (4-5-)
doesn't indicate a good year, we
did have a good year," said Coach
Jim Kapp. "We were hampered by
the lack of a kicker in the
beginning of the season, which
would have helped in a couple of
those close games." As for how .
the Scots look for next year. Kapp
commented. "We are losing 11
seniors, but with a strong recruit-
ing season and a nucleus of twelve
returning juniors, we will do weD.V
r
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A Clown Show
Presented by the talented
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Freshman Studies Class
on Contemporary Theatre
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THE DORM OR TEAM OF
SMALL HOUSES THAT
EATS THE MOST PIZZA
IN A WEEK WINS...
A PIZZA PARTY!
CATERED BY DOMINO'S
STARTS TODAY o ENDS WED. NIGHT
WINNER ANNOUNCED THURSDAY
PARTY FRIDAY!
THE RULES
The winning dorm or team of
small houses will be deter-
mined by dividing the total
dollar amount spent in the
living unit by the number of
residents. Therefore, the
bigger dorms do not have an
advantage over the smaller
dorms. Good Luck!
f s
o
TEAMS of small houses
College Ave.
Crandell
- Lewis
Gable
Myers
Shearer
Kieffer
Calcei
Richardson
South Beall Ave.Dunn
Troyer
Miller Manor
Westminster
Scot Cottage
xDunn
WayneNorth Beall Ave.
Slater
.
- Hart
; Monyer
Culbertson
Bontrager
Johnson
Hessen
Kate -
University Ave.
Grosjean
. Fuller
Stevens
.
Howman
Holden Annex.
Severence
Armstrong '
T
